Woodland Schools – Nursery
Bonfire Night & Fireworks - 08.11.16
Key Value: Tolerance

We talked about autumn and what the features of autumn are. Thomas – the leaves are all changing. Tom – They are
falling to the floor. They noticed that the tree in the playground had nearly lost all its leaves and some were still falling.
They found some leaves of different colours. Thomas noticed something special about some of the leaves. Thomas – It’s
got frost on. The children were excited to see the frost on the way to the woods. Isla – there is frost on the floor over
there. Cody – the garden is all crunchy today. He then noticed that there was ice in the puddle. He cracked it up and
showed his friends. Louise was surprised how cold it was when she felt it against her cheek.
Looking for pictures of leaf animals. They
found lots of them and could tell me what the
animals were. They managed to remember 7
out of the 16.

They spotted the bridge

Louise heard the

that the reception and

whistle and

nursery children made

remembered

last week and were very

what she had to

impressed.

do. She
reminded all her
friends. ‘Go back,
go back.’

The children noticed that the leaves were
falling from the trees. We tried to catch
some as they were coming down.
We talked about fireworks. Tom – mine were
all sparkling. Isla – Mine was a straight line
one and it went straight up.

Some of the children had a go at making
firework pictures using leaves and sticks.
Grace – I’m making a big spider.
Thumbs up and down. They
listened to the questions
and showed me what they
thought. They are good at
giving their own opinion and
not copying their friends.

On the way back to school
grace was excited to find
a worm. She knew it
shouldn’t live there.

